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This paper investigates the problem of obtaining an analytic solution and practical computational pro- 
cedures for recovering the properties of an unknown elastic medium from waves that have been reflected by 
or transmitted through the medium. The medium consists of two homogeneous half-spaces in contact with 
a heterogeneous region. The analytic solution is obtained by transforming the equation of motion for the 
propagation of plane waves at normal incidence in a stratified elastic medium into a one-dimensional Schr6- 
dinger equation for which the inverse-scattering problem has already been solved. The practical computa- 
tional procedures are obtained by solving the corresponding discrete inverse-scattering problem resulting 
from approximating the heterogeneous region with a sequence of homogeneous layers such that the travel 
time through each layer is the same. In both the continuous and discrete inverse scattering problems, the 
impedance of the medium as a function of travel time is recovered from the impulse response of the medium. 
A discrete analogy of the continuous solution is also developed. Similar results are obtained for a stratified 
elastic half-space bounded by a free surface. 

INTRODUCTION 

HE determination of the properties of a medium 
from waves that have been reflected by or trans- 

mitted through the medium is a classical inverse- 
scattering problem. Such problems are often approached 
by taking a physical model of the scattering process, 
generating a synthetic response for some assumed 
values of the parameters controlling the model, and 
adjusting these parameters until reasonable agreement 
is obtained between the synthetic response and the 
observed data. Such a forward process for obtaining 
an approximate solution to the inverse-scattering 
problem invariably leaves open questions of unique- 
ness and, possibly, even the determination of the 
independent parameters controlling the process. It also 
requires a good deal of physical insight and fortitude 
on the part of the investigator to postulate physical 
parameters of the model that are outside the current 
acceptable range of values and yet may, in fact, be the 
true values of these parameters. Thus, a direct approach 
for solving such inverse-scattering problems seems de- 
sirable. This paper presents an analytic solution to the 
inverse-scattering problem for elastic wave propagation 
in a stratified medium and practical computational pro- 

cedures when the medium is probed with plane waves 
at normal incidence. 

The analytic solution is obtained by transforming the 
equation of motion for wave propagation in a stratified 
elastic medium for plane waves at normal incidence into 
a one-dimensional Schr6dinger equation. The stratified 
medium consists of two homogeneous half-spaces in 
contact with a heterogeneous region. The potential of 
the resulting Schr6dinger equation depends only on the 
impedance of the medium as a function of travel time. 
Using the results already available on the inverse- 
scattering problem of the Schr6dinger equation, the 
potential is recovered from the impulse response of the 
medium. Knowing the potential of the Schr6dinger 
equation, the impedance of the medium as a function 
of travel time is then recovered, assuming that the im- 
pedance of the homogeneous half-space in which the 
impulse response is measured is known. These results 
are presented in Secs. I-III, and Sec. IV contains an 
illustrative example of a homogeneous half-space in 
contact with a heterogeneous half-space. This general 
approach has been used in electromagnetic wave-propa- 
gation problems for the case of a distributed parameter 
transmission line where one of the parameters of the 
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line is a constant. •-a The extension to the general case is 
straightforward and the necessary transformations are 
given in standard texts discussing the Sturm-Liouville 
problem as, for example, Courant and Hilbert. 4 

The corresponding discrete inverse-scattering problem 
(Sec. V) arises from approximating the heterogeneous 
region with a sequence of homogeneous layers such 
that the travel time through each layer is the same, tit. 
The impulse response of such a medium consists of an 
infinite sequence of delta functions that are spaced at 
some multiple of tit apart to which discrete time-series 
analysis may be applied. The z transform of the up- 
going and downgoing waves in any layer can then be 
related to the z transform of the upgoing and down- 
going waves in any other layer through a set of poly- 
nomials in z that depend only on the properties of the 
medium. The analysis consists primarily in establishing 
sufficient relationships for these polynomials to recover 
the reflection coefficients at each interface from the im- 

pulse response of the medium. The resulting computa- 
tional algorithm for recovering the reflection coefficients 
from the impulse response is based on simple recursions 
that these polynomials satisfy. Clearly, the reflection 
coefficients as a function of travel time have been re- 

covered, since the medium was assumed to be such that 
the travel time through each layer was the same. The 
impedance of the medium as a function of travel time 
is then recovered from the reflection coefficients pro- 
viding the impedance at some point in the medium 
is !•nown. 

The discrete analogy of the continuous solution is 
then developed in Sec. VI; that is, the general line of 
reasoning used to solve the continuous inverse-scatter- 
ing problem is followed through for the discrete inverse- 
scattering problem and similar results are obtained. 
This should provide the reader with some idea of how 
the continuous solution is developed in a setting that is 
much simpler than that of the continuous problem. 

Finally, in Sec. VII, these results are then used to 
solve the continuous inverse-scattering problem for a 
stratified elastic half-space bounded by a free surface. 
The discrete analogy of this problem has been solved 
and is discussed in Secs. V and VII. 

I. TRANSFORMING THE ELASTIC EQUATION OF 
MOTION TO A SCHRODINGER EQUATION 

The propagation of plane waves at normal incidence 
in an isotropic, heterogeneous medium whose elastic 
parameters vary continuously as a function of one space 
coordinate x is considered. The linearized equation of 

1 I. Kay, The Inverse Scattering Problem (Institute of Mathe- 
matical Sciences, Division of Electro-Magnetic Research, New 
York University, 1955), EM-74, pp. 1-29. 

•' A. R. Sims, J. Soc. Ind. Appl. Math. 2, No. 4, 183-205 (1957). 
3 H. E. Moses and C. M. deRidder, "Properties of Dielectrics 

From Reflection Coefficients In One Dimension," MIT Lincoln 
Lab. Tech. Rep. No. 322, pp. 1-47 (1963). 

4 R. Courant and D. Hilbert, Methods of Mathematical Physics 
(Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York, 1953), Vol. 1, p. 292. 

motion for small displacements is 

02U(x't) O [E OU(x't) 1 
where p(x) is the density, U(x,t) is the displacement, and 
the elastic parameter E(x) stands for X(x)+ 2u(x) in the 
case of P waves and for u(x) in the case of SH waves. 
Following Courant and Hilbert, 4 the independent vari- 
able is changed to travel time •, given by 

(2) 

and the dependent variable is changed to 

ß (x,t) = [p(x)c(x)]•U(x,t), (3) 
where 

c(x)= EE(x)/p(x)-]« (4) 

is the velocity of propagation. The constant of integra- 
tion of Eq. 2 is chosen to make the travel time • 
continuous. 

Under the transformation given by Eq. 2, the equa- 
tion of motion (Eq. 1) becomes 

O2U(•',l) O2U(•',t) --d lnpc(•') OU(•',l) 
--= , (s) 

O• '2 Ol • d•' 0•' 

where it is assumed that the impedance pc is positive 
throughout the heterogeneous medium. Thus, the equa- 
tion of motion as a function of time t and travel time •' 
depends only on the impedance pc as a function of 
travel time. Making use of the transformation given 
by Eq. 3, Eq. 5 becomes 

02,I)(•',t)/ O•'"-- O",I)(•',t)/ Ot2= q(D,I)(•',t), (6) 

whose Fourier transform is 

o%(r,w)/or2q-w%(r,w)=q(D½(r,w), (7) 

which is a one-dimensional SchrSdinger equation. 
The potential q(D of the one-dimensional SchrSdinger 

equation (Eq. 7) is given by 

q(r)= (8) 
where 

,1(•') = Ep (•')c (•')-]« > 0, (9) 

so that the potential q(•) depends only on the impedance 
pc. This potential q(.•) vanishes whenever the elastic 
medium is homogeneous or whenever the square root 
of the impedance is a linear function of the travel time. 
If there is a finite jump in the impedance, then the trans- 
formation, Eq. 3, and the potential, Eq. 8, are not well 
defined. Therefore, the impedance must be at least 
continuous, and then a jump in its derivative will give 
rise to a delta function in the potential. 

II. CONTINUOUS INVERSE-SCATTERING PROBLEM 

The continuous inverse-scattering problem for the 
medium illustrated in Fig. ! is now considered. The 
impedance p0c0 is assumed to be known. The medium 
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is probed with plane waves at normal incidence and for 
all frequencies. This is clearly equivalent to probing 
the medium with a normally incident impulsive plane 
wave. The incident plane wave travels from the homo- 
geneous half-space of impedance p0c0 into the hetero- 
geneous region where it is partially reflected and 
partially transmitted. The reflected plane wave is ob- 
served in the homogeneous half space of impedance 
p0c0 at x-0. From this observation, the impedance of 
the medium as a function of travel time will be 
recovered. 

The travel time • is measured from x= 0 and is taken 
as negative for x<0 and positive for x>0. From 
Eq. 2, 

•' (x) = X/Co, for x_< 0, 

fo x & •'(x)= c(z)' for 0_•x, 
(lO) 

so that for x>0, the travel time •(x) is the time required 
for the wave to propagate from zero to x. 

The appropriate boundary conditions for the dis- 
placement in the notation of Fig. 1 are 

(p0c0) «u+ (x,w ) = ei*x / co+ S 12 (co )e -i*x / Cø, 
for x_< 0, 

(j0n+ lCn+l)«U+ (OC,O•) = S 11 (w)ei•'e '•(x-b)/•n+•, 
for b_< x, 

(11) 

where r is the travel time from x= 0 to x= b and is given 
explicitly by 

a f,b dz ---. 

The boundary conditions described by Eqs. 11 take 
the form 

ck+(•',w)=ei•ørnt-S12(w)e -i•ør for •_<0, (13) 
=Sn(w)e i*r for r_•', 

after applying the transformations, Eqs. 3 and 10. Thus, 
Eq. 13 becomes the boundary conditions for the scatter- 
ing solution of the one-dimensional Schr6dinger equa- 
tion (Eq. 7). The function 812((.0) is the Fourier trans- 
form of the impulse response of the medium for x>_0. 
The Fourier transform of the impulse response that is 
measured at any point in the homogeneous half-space 
of impedance t>0c0 will differ from $12(w) only by a pure 
phase shift. 

Similarly, one can consider the problem of measuring 
the transmission response at x-0 due to a normally 
incident impulsive plane wave advancing from the 
homogeneous half-space of impedance p•+lC,+• to the 
homogeneous half-space of impedance t>0c0. The re- 
sulting boundary conditions for the Schr6dinger equa- 
tion (Eq. 7), are denoted by 

•_(•',w) = S22(w)e -'•r for •< 0, 
=e-i•r+S21(w)e i•r for r<•. 

(14) 

Homogeneous Half Space 

•oCo 

e •Co 

Inc/den! Plane Wave 

(,•oCo• -•'• $,•} e 
t?eflec/ed Plane Wove 

He/erogeneous /•eg/on 

/{x) Clx) 

Homogeneous Half Space 

"n+, Cn+, 

Transmilled Plane Wave 

x':0 x:o x=b • x 

Fro. 1. Schematic illustration of the continuous inverse-scatter- 

ing problem using the Fourier transform of the impulse response, 
&•(•). 

The functions S•(w) determine the outgoing waves 
as t--•m given the incoming waves as t --•-- m for the 
Schr6dinger scattering problem. The matrix of these 
functions, which relates the incoming waves to the out- 
going waves, is called the S matrix and is given by 

r S(w)= LS12(w) Ss2(w)d' (15) 
Faddeer • has shown that the S matrix is unitary for 
real frequencies, which, written out explicitly, implies 
the conservation-of-energy equations 

=•_,q21821 +•_,q22822 =812812it+SllSll it, (16) 

and the phase law 

0=811821'+812S22'=Sl1'821+812'8221 (1 7) 

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. 
It is explained in the next Section how the potential 

q(•) may be recovered from the impulse response or its 
Fourier transform S12(w). Once the potential q(•) has 
been determined, the impedance as a function of travel 
time is recovered by solving the differential equation 
(Eq. 8) under the conditions that the impedance is con- 
tinuous and that the region •<0 is homogeneous of 
known impedance. 

III. ALGORITHM FOR RECOVERING THE 
POTENTIAL q(D FROM THE 

IMPULSES RESPONSE 

A great deal of literature exists concerning the solu- 
tion of the inverse-scattering problem of the Schr6dinger 
equation. A good review and ample reference to the 
literature on the radial Schr6dinger equation may be 
found in the paper by Faddeyev. • Details of the 
analysis for the radial Schr6dinger equation may be 

• L. D. Faddeev, "Properties of the S-matrix of the One- 
Dimensional Schr6dinger Equation," in American Mathematical 
Society Translations (American Mathematical Society, Providence, 
R. I., 1967), Series 2, Vol. 65, pp. 139-166. 

• L. D. Faddeyev, J. Math. Phys. 4, 72-104 (1963). 
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Fro. 2. An impedance as a function of distance, which yields 
q(r) =, (r). 

found in the book by Agranovich and Marchenko. 7 The 
techniques that have evolved to solve the inverse- 
scattering problem for the radial Schr6dinger equation 
can be used to solve the inverse-scattering problem for 
the one-dimensional Schr6dinger equation. Since this 
has been done, •,a,5 only the algorithm necessary to 
recover the potential q(•) from the impulse response is 
presented. 

A certain ambiguity arises in the inverse-scattering 
problem of the Schr/fdinger equation when the potential 
q(•) allows bound-state solutions. Faddeev 5 has shown 
that these bound-state solutions occur for frequencies 
that are the poles of the transmission coefficients 
Sn(w)=S22(w) in the upper half w plane and that there 
are only a finite number of these poles that are of order 
1 and lie on the imaginary axis. From a physical point 
of view, for a minimum phase incident wave of finite 
energy (i.e., an incident wave whose Fourier transform 
has no zeros or poles in the upper half w plane), the 
transmitted wave of the elastic wave-propagation 
problem must be one-sided and have a finite amount of 
energy. It therefore follows that the Fourier transform 
of the transmission response has no poles in the upper 
half w plane and that the potential q(•) given by Eqs. 8 
and 9 has no bound-state solutions. 

Since the Schr6dinger equation (Eq. 7) has no bound- 
state solutions for the potential q(•) given by Eqs. 8 
and 9, all that is needed to recover the potential is the 
impulse response R(t) given by 

=-- S12(o))e-i•øt•o). (18) R(t) 2•r • 
If S•2(w) is actually obtained by a steady-state scatter- 
ing experiment, then it is known only for positive real 
frequencies. For negative real frequencies, S•2(co) is 
determined from S•(--w)=[S•(w)•*, which simply 

7 Z. S. Agranovich and V. A. Marchenko, The Inverse Problem 
of Scattering Theory (Gordon and Breach, New York, 1963). 

states that the impulse response R(t) must be a real 
function. Once the impulse response has been deter- 
mined, the Gel'fand-Levitan integral equation 

K(•,t) = --g(•+l)-- K(•,z)g(z+t)dz (19) 

must be solved for t_<•'. The solution K(•,t) is unique 
and the potential is recovered from K (•,t) by 

q(D = 2dK (•,D/d•. (20) 

All of the results quoted on the one-dimensional inverse- 
scattering problem of the Schr6dinger equation have 
been proved, •,a,* assuming that the potential is a real 
piecewise continuous function that satisfies the condition 

_ •1-+- g 3 q(g) ldg<m. (21) 
Since the impulse response R(t) is one sided, the 

lower limit of the integral in Eq. 19 may be replaced 
by -t. From the integral equation (Eq. 19), it is also 
clear that in order to recover the potential q(•) up to 
and including a travel time of •1>0, the impulse re- 
sponse must be known for a time up to and including 
2•'1. This is the time required for the primary wave to 
propagate from •=0 to the point •'1 in the medium 
and return. 

IV. EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATING THE SOLUTION 
OF THE CONTINUOUS INVERSE- 

SCATTERING PROBLEM 

Perhaps the simplest, nontrivial example of the 
Schr6dinger equation occurs when q(•)=b(•'). There- 
fore, this example is constructed to yield this potential 
even though the conditions set forth in the preceding 
Sections are not satisfied. The elastic parameters of the 
medium are given by 

p(x)=c(x)=l+•(l+2x)•-l•tt(x), (22) 

where//(x) is the unit step function. The impedance of 
the medium is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the notation of 
Fig. 1, a-• 0, b-•m, and the medium consists cf a 
homogeneous half-space in contact with a heterogene •us 
half-space. The inverse-scattering problem can then be 
stated as given the impedance of the homogeneous half- 
space p0c0= 1 and the impulse response of the hetero- 
geneous half-space, recover the impedance of the hetero- 
geneous half-space as a function of travel time. 

The forward-scattering problem must first be solved 
to obtain the impulse response. From Eq. 10 

, 

•=x x<0, (23) 
= (l+2x)«- 1 0<x, 

and the impedance as a function of travel time •' becomes 

pc(•) = 1 • < 0, (24) 
= (1-+-D 2 0<g. 
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Performing the transformations given by Eqs. 2 and 3 
yields the one-dimensional Schr6dinger equation 

= (2s) 

The scattering solution of Eq. 25 is 

•+(•',w)=ei•r+•l/(2iw--1)']e -i"'r r<0, (26) 
= [2iw/ (2io•-- l )']e i"'r 

which can then be transformed back to displacement as 

u+(x,w)=e•o'x+•l/(2iw--1)']e-go'x x<0, 
= (1 + 2x)-•[2iw/(2iw-- 1)• (27) 

Xe•o'[(l+2x)«--I '] 0<x, 

giving the solution to the forward-scattering problem. 
In the inverse-scattering problem, one assumes that 

the Fourier transform of the impulse response 

812((.o)-- [-1/(2iw-- 1)-] (28) 

has been determined from the scattering experiment for 
all real frequencies. Thus, by Eq. 17, 

R(t)= --«e-t/2H (t) (29) 

is the response of the heterogeneous medium to an im- 
pulsive plane wave at normal incidence. The integral 
equation (Eq. 19) that must be solved for t_<• becomes 

r (•',t)= «e-(r+t)/2H (•'+ l) 

+- K(hz)e-(•+•)/•tt(z+t)dz. (30) 
2 

It is easily verified that the solution 3 of Eq. 30 is 
given by 

K(•',t)=«m(•'+t), " (31) 

and therefore the potential q(•) is recovered since 

q(•') = 2dK (r,r)/c/r = a(r). (32) 

The differential equation (Eq. 8) is then solved to 
obtain the impedance. It has the general solution 

(pc) •= • (r) = A q- Br+ A rH (D, (33) 

using the condition that the impedance is continuous. 
Recalling that the medium is homogeneous and of unit 
impedance for •_< 0, one obtains 

pc(r)= (1-l-r) • for 0_<r, (34) 

and thus the impedance of the heterogeneous half- 
space as a function of travel time • has been recovered. 

V. DISCRETE INVERSE-SCATTERING PROBLEM 
AND THE GOUPILLAUD SOLUTION 

The corresponding discrete inverse-scattering problem 
is illustrated in Fig. 3. The medium consists of a homo- 
geneous half-space of impedance p0c0 in contact with a 
sequence of n homogeneous layers of impedance plCl, 
mcs, "', PnCn and terminates with a homogeneous half- 

Homogeneoas /4o/! $poce 

2z•t r! 

Fro. 3. The Goupillaud layered medium (layers have equal 
travel time). 

space of impedance Pn+lCn+l. The sequence of n homo- 
geneous layers have thicknesses Axe., which are chosen 
such that the travel time through each layer is a con- 
stant, i.e., 

zXx•/c,.= zxt= constant (35) 

for i-- 1, 2, ß ß., n. Such a medium has come to be known 
as the Goupillaud layered medium, after Pierre Goupil- 
laud, who considered an inverse-scattering problem for 
this medium. 8 The response of this medium to a 
normally incident impulsive plane wave will be an 
infinite sequence of impulses that occur in time at some 
multiple of At, for which discrete time-series analysis 
becomes applicable. 

The discrete time-series problem is similar to that of 
Kunetz and d'Erceville. • They solved an inverse-scat- 
tering problem for reflections from a stratified half-space 
bounded by a free surface where the normally incident 
impulsive plane wave was initiated at the free surface. 
The analysis follows closely the compact notation given 
by Claerbout 1ø who reformulated Kunetz's results in 
the setting of z transforms. Claerbout also obtained the 
relationship between Kunetz's problem and the corre- 
sponding inverse-scattering problem arising from the 
transmission of plane waves at normal incidence in 
such a stratified half-space. The continuous analogy of 
this problem is given in Sec. VII. 

In order to maintain a closer analogy with the con- 
tinuous problem, the dependent variable will be the 
square root of the impedance times the displacement. 
The z transforms of the upgoing and downgoing waves 
at the top of layer k are denoted by U(k,z) and D(k,z), 
respectively. The layer transformation that relates the 
upcoming and downgoing waves at the top of layer 
k-i-1 to the corresponding waves in layer k is given by 

1 z D(k,z)_l=•t•[r• 1JLD(kq-l,z)]' (36) 
8 p. L. Goupillaud, Geophysics 26, No. 6, 754-760 (1961). 
• G. Kunetz and I. d'Erceville, Ann. Geophys. 18, 351-359 

(1962). 
•0 j. F. Claerbout, Geophysics 33, No. 2, 264-269 (1968). 
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where 

Z= W 2-- e2io•At (37) 

denotes the two-way travel time through any layer 

rk-- (PkCk--Pk+lCk+l)/ (38) 

and 

t•= (1--r•) •, (39) 

for k=0, 1, ..-, n are the reflection and transmission 
coefficients, respectively. It is assumed that pkCk•0 
and therefore that l r• < 1. The transmission coefficient 
(Eq. 39) for waves in terms of the square root of the 
impedance times the displacement is independent of 
which direction the wave traverses the interface, and the 
reflection coefficient (Eq. 38), for such waves is the same 
as the reflection coefficient for waves in terms of dis- 

placement. The total transmission loss due to a wave 
traversing an interface in both directions is the same 
for either dependent variable and is given by 1--rff. 

The travel-time origin is chosen to be one travel- 
time unit /xt above the first interface as is illustrated 

in Fig. 3. The response measured at this point is the 
same as the response measured at any other point in 
the homogeneous half-space of impedance p0c0 except 
for a pure time shift. The product of kq-! layer trans- 
formations relating the upgoing and downgoing waves 
U(k+ 1, z) and D(k+ 1, z) in layer k+ 1 to the upgoing 
and downgoing waves at the travel-time origin k-0 
then takes the form 

U(O,z)l 1 rzk+lF(k,l/z) zk+lG(k,l/z) m (O,z) • --' W k-}-l[ G (k,z) F (k,g) 
[V(k+•, z) 1 (40) X LD(k+i, z) ' 

where 

toF (O,z) = 1, too (O,z) = to, 
k 

II t,F(k,z)= l+m•(k)z+F2(k)z•+ . . .+ror•z •, 
i=0 

II l,G(k,z)=r•+G•(k)z+G2(k)z•+ " ' +ro z•, 
i=0 

k=1,2, ...,n, (41) 

which can easily be proved by induction. The poly- 
nomials F(k,z) and G(k,z) satisfy the recursions 

t•+•F(kq- 1, z)= F(k,z)+r•+•zG(k,z), (42) 
t•+•G(k+ 1, z)=rk+•F(k,z)+zG(k,z), 

for k=0, 1, ..-, n--1. The determinant of the layer 
matrix given in Eq. 36 has a value of 1. Since the deter- 
minant of the product is the product of the determi- 
nants, it follows that 

F(k,z)F(k,1/z)--G(k,z)G(k,1/z)= 1 (43) 

fork=0,1, -.-,n. 

The inverse-scattering problem is formulated with 
the aid of Fig. 3 as follows. The boundary conditions 
at the travel-time origin are that the downgoing wave 
is a unit impulsive plane wave, D(O,z)- 1, and that the 
upcoming wave is the unknown reflection response, 
U(O,z)=R+(z). The boundary conditions in the lower 
half-space are that there is no upcoming wave, 
U(n+l, z)-0, and that the downgoing wave is some 
unknown transmission response, D(n+l, z)=T+(z). 
From Eq. 40, it follows that 

I 1 1 [zn+lF(lg,1/Z) [g+(•)] = W n+11 O(lz•, z) F(•,z) r+(z) ' 
(44) 

from which one easily obtains 

T+ (g) - Wn+l/F (/g,g) (45) 
and 

zn+lG(n,1/z) 
R+(z) = . (46) 

Equations 45, 46, and 43 then imply the conservation of 
energy equation 

l=R+(z)R+(l/z)+T+(z)T+(l/z) (47) 

which is also the Kunetz-Claerbout type equation for 
this problem. 

The following solution to the discrete inverse-scatter- 
ing problem was obtained by Goupillaud. TM Let the im- 
pulse response be denoted by 

R+ (z) = Rozq-R•z2q-R2zO-q - . . . -[-Rng'•+l-[ - . . . , (48) 

where, in terms of the reflection coefficients 

R0=r0, R•=r•(1--ro2), 
R2= r• ( 1 --ro 2) ( 1 --r• •) --ror •2 (1 -- r0•), (49) 
R•= r•(•-ro •) (•-•,•) (•-r•) 

- [-2ror ,r,+r ,r,'-I (• --ro') (• --r 1')+ro'r 1' (• -- ro'). 

Solving sequentially for ri, i.e., 

r0= R0, r •= R• (1 --r02) -1, 
•'2 = (R2+rorlR1)E (1--:•'0 2) (1 -- •'12)-] --1, (SO) 
ra= (Ra-[- (ror•-+-r•r•)R2-+-ror2R•) 

X E ( 1 --•'0 2) ( 1 --•' 12) ( 1 --/'2 2) -]--1, 

and observing that 

toF (O,z) -' 1, 
tot•F(1,z)= l+ror•z, (51) 

tot•t•F (2,z)= 1-1- (ror•-kr•r2)z-kror2z 2, 

leads to the conjecture 

R•+ •q- F • (k )Rk + F • (k )Rk_•q- . . . q-rorkR • 
r•+•= (52) 

k 

II 
i=0 

11 p. L. Goupillaud, private communication. 
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for k= 1, 2, ß ß., n-- 1 and r0, r• are given in Eq. 50. The 
proof of Eq. 52 is in Appendix A. An algorithm for im- 
plementing Eq. 52 can be based on the recursive rela- 
tions between F(k,z) and G(k,z) given by Eq. 42. 

Clearly, the reflection coefficients as a function of 
travel time have been recovered, since the stratified 
medium was assumed to consist of layers whose thick- 
nesses were such that the travel time through any layer 
was the same, At. Once the reflection coefficients have 
been determined, the impedance can then be recovered 
as a function of travel time using relations of the type 

k 1--ri pk+•c•+• 
II --=--, (53) 
i=0 1-{-ri poCo 

providing the impedance of any part of the medium is 
known; for example, if p0c0 is known. 

The corresponding transmission problem is defined 
by the conditions 

U(n-l-l, z)= l, D(n-l-l, z)=R_(z), (54) 
U (O,z) = T_ (z), D (O,z) = O, 

where the transmission response T_(z) is observed at 
the travel-time origin. Inverting Eq. 40 yields 

[ 1 I 1 [ F(n,z) --z•+lG(n,1/z)]IT_o(Z) 1 '--- , 

w -a(.,z) 

from which one obtains 

T_(z)= Wn+•/F(n,z) (56) 
and 

(z) = (S7) 

Equations 56 and 57, together with Eq. 43, implies the 
conservation of energy equation 

= r_(z) r_( 

which is also the Kunetz-Claerbout-type equation for 
the transmission problem. The interrelationship between 
the reflection and transmission response, or the phase 
law, is given by 

r+ r_ (z) 
= r+(z)R_(1/z)-t-R+(z)r_(1/z)=O. (59) 

The S matrix for the discrete scattering problem is 

r T+(J) R- (z)l, (60) $(z)= r_(z) 
and Eqs. 47, 58, and 59 state that S(z) is unitary 
for I zl- 1, i.e., for real frequencies. 

VI. DISCRETE ANALOGY OF THE 
CONTINUOUS SOLUTION 

In this Section, the discrete analogy of the con- 
tinuous solution is developed along the same lines as 
the continuous solution given by Faddeev. 5 It is hoped 
that a better understanding of the continuous solution 

can be obtained in this simpler setting, which allows 
more physical intuition and is less obscured by the 
details of the mathematics involved. The discrete 

analysis relies heavily upon the simple decomposition 
into upgoing and downgoing waves at any point in the 
medium, a procedure that in general is not available 
when the elastic parameters vary continuously. None- 
theless, most of the basic results obtained in this Section 
have their continuous analogy, just as the S matrix 
for the continuous or the discrete problems is unitary 
for real frequencies. 

The discrete fundamental solutions f• (k,z) and fs(k,z) 
along with the reverse discrete fundamental solutions 
f•(k,z) and fs(k,z) are now defined. All functions per- 
taining to these solutions are denoted by the subscripts 1 
or 2 and with the use of the "hat" (caret). These solu- 
tions are completely determined from the boundary 
conditions 

U• (n-i- l, z) = O, 
•1 (!g'J[- 1, Z) = W n+l, 

Ss(O,z)'--- W n-i-l, 

D• (n-t- 1, z)= W nq-1, 
z)=0, 

Ds(0,z) =0, 
Os(O,z): Wnq-1. 

(61) 

Using Eq. 40, it is then possible to derive the form of 
the upgoing and downgoing waves in the other homo- 
geneous half-space of the medium for each of these 
solutions. Thus, 

U•(O,z)=zn+lC(rz,1/z), Dx(O,z)=F(n,z), 
•(O,z)--zn+lF(rz,l/z), ])• (0,z) = a (rz,z), 

Us(n+ 1, z)= F(n,z), Ds(n+ 1, z)= --G(n,z), (62) 
•s (rZ-t- 1, Z)-- --zn+lG(rz,1/z), 

Os(n+ 1, z)=z•'+lF(n,1/z). 

Equations 61 and 62 determine the form of the funda- 
mental solutions in the homogeneous half-spaces, since 
the solution is the sum of the upgoing and downgoing 
waves. Similarly, the form of the fundamental solutions 
in any layer can be obtained and are given by 

Wk+l f •(kq - 1, z)= z•+la(n,1/z)EF(k,z)-a(k,z)'-] 
-[-zk+lF (n,z)['F (k,1/z) -G (k,1/z) 3, 

W•+lh(kq- 1, z)=zk+lG(n,z)['F(k,1/z)--G(k,1/z)-] 
q-z•+lF(n,1/z)['F(k,z)--G(k,z)-], (63) 

Wk+l fs(k-[- I, z)= W'•+i[-F (k,z)-G(k,z)-], 
Wk+l f s(k-[- 1, z)= W'•+lzk+l[F (k,l/z)-G(k,l/z)'-], 

for k=0, 1, ..., n. It is then readily verified that the 
fundamental solution and its reverse are related by 

f i(k,z) -- zn+l f i(k,l/z) (64) 

for i= 1, 2 and k=0, 1, ..-, n-I-1. 
It is now shown that the solution f•(k,z) and f•(k,z) 

are linearly independent. To this end, suppose that they 
are linearly dependent and 

a(z) f x (k,z)-l- b (z) f x (k,z) = 0 (65) 
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for k=0, 1, 2, ..., n-+-l. Evaluating this equation at 
k=n+l implies that a(z)+b(z)=O, and therefore that 

fl(k,z) = fl(k,z). (66) 

Equation 66 for k-0 implies that 

F(n,z)+zn+lG(n,1/z)=G(n,z)+z"+lF(n,1/z). (67) 

From Eq. 41, Eq. 67 at z=0 implies that rs= 1, which 
is a contradiction, since it is assumed that [r•I <1. 
Therefore, fl(k,z) and ]l(k,z) are linearly independent 
solutions, and similarly f•.(k,z) and f•.(k,z) are linearly 
independent solutions. 

Since the scattering process is defined by a linear, 
second-order differential equation, any solution can be 
expressed as a linear combination of two linearly inde- 
pendent solutions. Therefore, the scattering solutions 
of Sec. V can be written as linear combinations of either 

fl(k,z) and fl(k,z) or f•.(k,z) and f•.(k,z). Comparing 
the form of the solutions in the homogeneous half- 
spaces yields 

T+ (z) f • (k,z) !%. (k,z) 
•fl (k,z) -- •-•-R+ (g)' (68) 
Wn+l Wn+l Wn+l 

and 

T_(z)f•.(k,z) ]l(k,z) R-(Z)fl(k,z) 
=--] , (69) 

Wnq-1 Wnq-1 Wn+l 

which may be verified directly from the results already 
obtained. 

It is now shown that the left-hand side of Eq. 68 has 
the form 

T+(Z)fl(k,z) 
-- •. ai wk+2i a0 = II 

W n+l i--0 i--o 

k=1,2,3, ---,n+l. (70) 

For this purpose, the form given in Eq. 63 for fl(k,z) is 
not very convenient and another representation is 
needed. The alternate representation for fl(k,z) is ob- 
tained by returning to the layer transformation (Eq. 36) 
and writing 

Continuing backwards in this fashion gives 

Dl(n--k, z) Wk+l_zk+lA (k,1/z) B(k,z) W n+l 
(72) 

where A (k,z) and B(k,z) satisfy the recursions 

tn_•_lA (k+ l, z)=zA (k,z)+rn_•_lzB(k,z), (73•Y 
t,,_•_lB (kq- 1, z) = rn-k-lA (k,z)q- B (k,z), 

fork=0, 1, .--,n--1 and 
tnA (O,z) = rnZ, tnB (0,z) = 1. (74) 

The general form of the polynomials A (k,z) and B (k,z) 
are 

k 

II t,•_iA (k ,z) = r n--kZ-3- ' ' ' q- rnz •+1, 
i----o 

k 

II tn_iB (k ,z) = 1 q- . . . q-rnr,•_kz •, 
i----O 

(75) 

for k= 1, 2, .--, n, and only the first and last terms are 
shown explicitly. The fundamental solution fl(k,z) is 
then determined by 

fl(n--k, z)-Wn-•A (k,z)-]-B(k,z)• (76) 

from which it follows that 

(77) 

fl (k,g) = W kEA (Tt-- k, •) .-1L B (I/1 -- k, •) ] 
W • 

-- [1-•- ' ' ' -lt-rnz n-l•+l] 
t•t•-l''' t• 

for k = 0, 1, ß ß., n. 
Returning to the left-hand side of Eq. 68, it now 

follows that 

T+(g)fl(k,g)/W n+l 
= W•[-A (n--k, z)+B(n--k, z)-]/F(n,z). (78) 

It is shown in Appendix B. that F(n,z) is minimum 
phase which implies that, for [z[ _< 1, 

•= Y'. b,z', Y'. b?< •. (79) 
F(n,z) i=o i=o 

This is the equivalent of saying that T+ (z) has no poles 
in the upper half o• plane. From Eq. 41 

n 

a0= II (t,), (80) 
i---0 

and this, together with Eq. 77, gives 

T+ (z) f l (k,z) k--1 
= H ([i)Wk3ffClWk+2-• ''' (81) 

W n+l i-----O 

for k= 1, 2, -.., n-+-1. Thus, the inverse z transform of 
the left-hand side of Eq. 68 vanishes for all times less 
than kzXt. 

If ]•(k,z) is written in the form 

]2 (k,2:)k--1 k--1 
•: H [iWk• - H [ir2(k,z) (82) 
W n-3-1 i----0 i----0 

for k= 1, 2, ---, n-+-1; then from Eq. 64 

f2(k,z) k--1 k--1 
--= II t,W-•+ II t,K•(k,1/z), (83) 
W nq-1 i--0 i--0 

and the right-hand side of Eq. 68 becomes 

II t, W•-}-K•(k,z)-} - W • +R+(z)K2(k,1/z) . (84) i=0 
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Subtracting the term 

k--1 

II t•W • 
i=0 

from both sides of Eq. 68 then implies that for k-1, 

2, ...,n+l, 
K,. %/W% (z)K,. = 0 (85) 

for all negative powers of W and for positive powers of 
W up to and including W k. Or, in other words, the 
inverse z transform of the left-hand side of Eq. 85 
vanishes for all negative time and vanishes for positive 
time delays up to and including kAt. Equation 85 is the 
discrete analogy of the Fourier transform with respect 
to time t of the Gel'fand-Levitan integral equation 
(Eq. 19). 

Using Eqs. 82 and 63, it follows that for k-1, 2, 
...,n+l 

k--1 

K2(k,z)= f 2(k,z)/W '•+1 I-I t,-- W • 
i=o 

=zk[F(k -- 1, 1/z)--G(k-- 1, 1/z)•/ 
k--1 

Wk II li-- W •. 
i=O 

(86) 

Therefore, 

3w, 

K,.(k,z)= [r0(r•_•-- 1)z+.--+ (1--rk_•)z•/ 

k--1 

W k II (l--r?)-- W •, k= 2, 3, ..., n+ 1. 
i==o 

If K2(k,z) is denoted by 

K2(k,z)=K(k, 2--k)W•-•q-K(k, 4--k)W 4-• 
+...+K(k,k)W • 

for k •2, then 

K(k,k)= 1/1-[ (1--r?)(l+r•_0-- 1, 
i=o 

k--2 

r•_•= 1/1-I (1--r?)[K(k,k)+ 1-]-- 1, 
i=o 

(87) 

(88) 

(89) 

which allows a solution of r•_• for k-2, 3, ..-, nq-1. 
The first reflection coefficient is given by 

ro=Ro= l/[K(1,1)-}- l-]-- l. (90) 

The simplest computational procedure for determin- 
ing K•.(k,z) is to use Eq. 86 and the recursions given by 
Eq. 42. An alternate procedure is to convert Eq. 85 
into the matrix equation 

(1 0 0 -.. 
0 1 0 .-- 

0 1 ... 
ß . o 

ß o 

ß o o 

0 0 ... 1J o R1 R2 

0 0 Ro 
0 Ro R• 

Ro R• R2 

K(k, 2--k) 

KK(k, 4--k) (k, 6--k) 

(k,k) 

(91) 

for k=2, 3, ..., n+l. The solution of this matrix 
equation will determine rl, r•, ..., r• sequentially from 
Eq. 89. With either scheme, k= 1 must be handled 
separately using Eq. 90. 

Thus, knowing only the reflection response R+(z) 
allows the determination of K2(k,z). This in turn will 
determine the reflection coefficients as a function of 

travel time. And, from the reflection coefficients, the 
impedance pc can be recovered as a function of travel 
time using relations of the type given by Eq. 53 pro- 
vided that the impedance of any part of the medium 
is known. 

VII. STRATIFIED ELASTIC HALF-SPACE BOUNDED 
BY A FREE SURFACE 

When there is no free surface, the relationship be- 
tween the upgoing and downgoing waves in the homo- 
geneous half-spaces at •'=0 and •'= r is given by the 

S matrix as 

U(O,co)=Sl2(co)D(O,co)+S,.,.(co)U(r,co), (92) 
D (T,(.0)= Sll ((.o)D (0,(.o)--•-S9.1 (60) U (T,(.o). 

Suppose a free surface is now introduced at the travel- 
time origin, •'=x=0, in Fig. 1. Then the downgoing 
wave at •'= 0 consists of the perfectly reflected upgoing 
wave plus any forced input wave, I(0,w), at the free 
surface; i.e., 

O (0,w) = I (0,w) 4- U (0,co). (93) 

It is assumed that there is a homogeneous region of 
known impedance p0c0 just below the free surface in- 
troduced at x=0, as there is in Fig. 1. Equation 93 
further assumes that the forcing function applied to the 
free surface, I (0,co), is of very short duration in the time 
domain so that the free surface is released and behaves 

as a free surface before any reflections return to the 
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free surface from the heterogeneous region. Using Eq. 
93, Eq. 92 becomes 

U (0,(.o) = ES12/( 1 - S12) ']I (0,(.o) 
'-[-ES22/(!- S12)3U (T,(.o), 

D (T,oJ) = ESll/( ! - S12) 3I (0,(.o) (94) 
'-[-ES21'-[-SllS22/(! - S12) 3U (T,(.o). 

From Eq. 94, the responses for the free-surface 
problem in terms of the responses for the non-free sur- 
face problem can be read off and are given by 

S12f=S12/(1--S12), 

Sill=Sill(l--S12), 
(95) 

S21f -- S21+ SllS22/( ! -- S12), 

S•.2f-S22(1--S12), 

where the extra subscript f denotes the free-surface 
problem. Equation 95 shows clearly the feedback nature 
of the free surface. It is also clear that knowing S12f(o 0 
implies that S12(o0 is known, and therefore the inverse- 
scattering problem is solved. The corresponding Gel'- 
fand-Levitan integral equation that must be solved 
for t_<•' is 

K(l',t)-+-Rf(l'-+-t)-+- K(l',z)R•(t--z)dz 

where 

q-f_ K(l',z)R•(t+z)dz=O, (96) 

Ri(t) = -- Sm•(co)e-'"'t&o (97) 

and K(•',t) is the same kernel as before. 
The continuous analogy of the Kunetz-Claerbout 

equation derived by Claerbout 1ø is 

S2v'S=z•*= 1 -]t-X12f-qt-X12f $, (98) 

which can easily be proved using that Sl1(Co)=S2•(co) 
and that the S matrix for the nonfree surface problem 
is unitary for real frequencies. Claerbout 1ø has already 
pointed out that the discrete analogy of Eq. 98 may be 
used to go from the transmission response, as recorded 
at the free surface, to the reflection response and thereby 
recover the impedance of the medium as a function of 

travel time. Clearly, this is also true for the continuous 
problem. Thus, for the medium illustrated in Fig. ! for 
x>0 with a free surface introduced at x=0, the im- 
pedance of the medittrn as a function of travel time can 
be recovered by probing the medium with plane waves 
at normal incidence from either the reflection response 
or the transmission response recorded at the free 
surface. The practical computational procedures are 
given in the discrete analysis by Claerbout. 1ø 

VIII. DISCUSSION 

In the present study on inverse-scattering problems, 
it has been shown that certain classical inverse scatter- 

ing problems are equivalent to the inverse-scattering 
problem associated with the Schr6dinger equation with- 
out the ambiguity that can arise owing to bound state 
solutions of the Schr6dinger equation. As was already 
well known, the discrete inverse-scattering problems 
offer practical computational procedures for approxi- 
mating such problems. An attempt has been made to 
maintain a close analogy between the continuous and 
the discrete problems. And, in particular, it has been 
shown that in both the continuous and discrete inverse- 

scattering problems, the impedance of the medium as 
a function of travel time can be recovered as a result of 

probing the medium with plane waves at normal 
incidence. 

The corresponding inverse-scattering problem for 
plane waves at nonnormal incidence but less than 
critical angie is being considered as an extension of the 
present paper. The objectives are to obtain both the 
continuous and the discrete solutions. It seems possible 
that the continuous solution may be used as a guide 
to a discrete solution, as in the present paper, or 
vice versa. 
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Appendix A. Proof of the Goupillaud Solution 

A proof of Eq. 52 is now given. For this purpose, let 

zk+lG(k,1/z) 
= 

denote the reflection response to the first k-q-! layers 
plCl, p2o., ..., pk+lCa+l with reflection coefficients r0, rl, 

ß .., ra. R+(k,z) must agree with R+(z) up to and in- 
cluding the k-q-! power of z, since this is the time at 
which the primary arrival from ra will occur. From the 
recursion formulas given by Eq. 42, 

zk+l[-rkF(k -- 1, l/z)-l-z-lC(k - 1, 
. (^2) 

F (k-- 1, z)-+-razG(k-- 1, z) 
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Therefore, 

•+ (•,z)• ½- •, z) 
=zkG(k - 1, 1/z)q-rkz•+•F(k -- 1, I/z) 

-r•zR+ (k,z)G(k-1, z). (A3) 

Using again Expression A2 in the right-hand side of 
Eq. A3, collecting terms under a common denominator, 
and recalling Eq. 43 gives 

R+ (k,z)F (k--1, z)= z•G(k--1, 1/z)+r•zk+•/t•F (k,z). (A4) 

It is shown in Appendix B that F(k,z) is minimum 
phase. Therefore, statements similar to Eqs. 79 and 80 
are true for 1/F(k,z), and Eq. (A4) becomes 
•+½,z)•½- •, z)=z•½- •, •/z) 

q- II tir•z•+•q - ' " . (A5) 

Identifying the term z •+• on both sides of Eq. A5 gives 
the desired result 

Rkq-F•(k-- 1)R•_•-t-F2(k-- 1)R•_2-+-.- .q-ror•_•R• 
k--1 

II (1-- r?) 

for k-2, 3, ..., n, where 

(A6) 

II t,v½- •,[z) 

= 1-t-F•(k-- 1)z-t-F•(k-- 1)z•q -.. .-+-ror•_•z •-•. (A7) 

Appendix B. Proof That F(k,z) is Minimum Phase 

The proof is by induction and follows the argument 
given by Claerbout •ø for a similar problem. Clearly, 

v(o,z)=t0 -• (g•) 

F (1,z) = (totO-•(1-+-ror•z), (B2) 

are minimum phase (have no zeros or poles inside the 
unit circle I zl_<l), since it has been assumed that 
I r•l < 1 for all k. Using the induction hypothesis that 
F(k,z) is minimum phase, it must be shown that this 
implies F(k-+-1, z) is minimum phase. From the recur- 
sions given by Eq. 42 

F(k+ l, z)= t•+•-•F(k,z)[-l+r•+•zG(k,z)/F(k,z)-]. (B3) 

Since Eq. 58 is valid for n= k, it follows that 

IG(k,z)/F(k,z)l_<l for Izl=, (34) 

Therefore, the real part of F(k+l, z)/F(k,z) must be 
positive on the unit circle. 

From the induction hypothesis, F(k+l,z)/F(k,z) 
has no poles inside the unit circle. In a region free of 
singularities, the real part of an analytic function 
satisfies Laplace's equation. Hence, F(k+l, z)/F(k,z) 
must have a positive real part everywhere inside the 
unit circle. Thus, F(k,z) being minimum phase implies 
that F(k-+-l,z) is minimum phase, which completes 
the proof. 
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